In [2] C. B. Morrey proved a H61der estimate for quasiconformal mappings in the plane. Such a HSlder estimate was a fundamental development in the theory of quasiconformal mappings, and had very important applications to partial differential equations.
with 2 independent variables. In Theorem (2.2) of the present paper we obtain a H61der estimate which is analogous to that obtained by Nirenberg in [3] but which is applicable to quasiconformal mappings between surface~ in Euclidean space. The methods used in the proof are quite analogous to those of [3] , although there are of course some technical difficulties to be overcome because of the more general setting adopted here.
In w 3 and w 4 we discuss applications to graphs with quasiconformal Gauss map.
In this case Theorem (2.2) gives a H61der estimate for the unit normal of the graph. One rather striking consequence is given in Theorem (4.1), which establishes the linearity of any C2(R *) function having a graph with quasiconformal Gauss map. This result includes as a special case the classical theorem of Bernstein concerning C2(R 2) solutions of the minimal surface equation, and the analogous theorem of Jenkins [1] for a special class of variational equations. There are also in w 3 and w 4 a number of other results for graphs with quasiconformal Gauss map, including some gradient estimates and a global estimate of H61der continuity. w 4 concludes with an application to the minimal surface system.
One of the main reasons for studying graphs satisfying the condition that the Gauss map is quasieonformal (or (A1, A2)-quasiconformal in the sense of (1.8) below) is that such Research supported by I~.S.F grant MPS 72-04967A02 an a Sloan Fellow ship.
L. SIMON a condition must automatically be satisfied by the graph of a solution of any equation of mean curvature type (see (1.9) (ii) below). However we here only briefly discuss the application of the results of w 3 and w 4 to such equations; a more complete discussion will appear in [7] . w l. Terminology M, 2~ will denote oriented 2-dimensional C 2 submanifolds of R ~, R ~ respectively, n, m>~2. Given X6M(1) and YeN we let Tx(M), Tr(N) denote the tangent spaces (considered as subspaccs of R n and R ~) of M at X and N at Y respectively. ~ will denote the gradient operator on M; that is, if h 6 CI(M), then
~h(X) = (~lh(X) ..... 6~h(X)) 6 Tx(M)
is defined by 
~J(X)) is the matrix of the orthogonal projection of R n onto Tx(M).
We note that of course the definition (1.1) is independent of the particular C 1 extension of h that one chooses to use. We note also that in the special case n = 3 we can represent @tJ(X) explicitly in terms of the unit normal v(X) = (el(X), vz(X), %(X)) of M at X according to the formula 7, 0 will denote area forms for M, N respectively; that is, ~2 and 0 are C 1 differential 2-forms on M and N respectively such that A T = area (A), fBo =area (B)
whenever A~ M and Bc N are Borel subsets of finite area.
(1.3) Remark. We can always take a C 1 2-form ~ on M to be the restriction to M of a C* form ~ defined in a neighbourhood of McR", so that ~(X)6A~(R ") for each X6M. Thus in case n =3, we can write
~(X) = r h dx 3 +~2(X)dx 1 A dx3 +~3(X)dx 1 h dx2,
(1) We will use X ffi (z 1 .... , xn) to denote points in M; the symbol x will be reserved to denote points (x,, zs) E R ~.
where ~1, ~3, ~a are C 1 in some neighbourhood of M. Using the notation ~(X)=(~I(X), -~3(X), ~s(X)) (-)e is the usual linear isometry of A3(R 3) onto R 3) we then have
fA~= fAV.(~)d~ ~, A~M,
where v is the appropriately oriented unit normal for M and ~2 denotes 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R a. In particular, we see that ~ is an area form for M if and only if (~I(X), -~3(X), ~s(X)) is a unit normal for M at each point X EM. Thus there is no difficulty in recognizing an area form in case n =3. (Of course one can give an analogous, but not quite so convenient, characterization of area forms for arbitrary n.)
Our basic assumption concerning N is that there is a 1-form oJ(X)=~=l eo~(X)dx~ which is C 3 in a neighbourhood of N and such that
Here A0 is a constant and oJ N denotes the restriction of a) to N; henceforth we will not distinguish notationally between w and oN. (ii) If ~V is the upper hemisphere S z of the unit sphere SZcR a, we can take r (-x~/(1 +xs))dxi+(xl/(1 +xs))dx2+Odx a and A0=4. One can easily check this by directly computing deo and using the relation ~-i x~ = 1 on $2; to check that deo is an area form for S~ it is convenient to use the characterization of area forms given in Remark ( [9] ).
We now consider a C 1 mapping
In order to formulate the concept of quasiconformality for ~ we need to introduce some terminology. Firstly, for X fi M we let
~(x): T~(M)-~ T~(~)(N)
denote the linear map between tangent spaces induced by ~. We note that the matrix (Here (~,~j(X) is defined by (1.1)). The adjoint transformation (~q(X))* is represented in a similar way by the transposed matrix (~jqt(X)). We define f n m /1/2 thus l is just the inner product norm {trace ((~9~(X))*~q(X))}~. Next, we let Jq~(X) denote the signed area magnification factor of q computed relative to the given area forms ~/, O. That is, letting
Aa(~(X)): Aa(T~(x)(IV))-~Aa(Tx(M))
be the linear map of 2-forms induced by ~q(X), we define the real number Jq(X) by
Notice that this makes sense as a definition for Jq~(X) because A2(Tx(M)) and Aa(T~(x)(N)) are 1-dimensional vector spaces spanned by the unit vectors ~(X) and dxo(~(X)) respect- where the following conditions (see [7] for a discussion) are satisfied:
where
It is shown in [7] that ( We now let N=S2+ (see example (1.5) (ii)) and we let ~o: M-+N be the Gauss map v, defined by setting v(X) equal to the upward unit normal of M at X; that is,
Then, as is well known,
(This is easily checked by working with a "principal coordinate system at X"; that is, a coordinate system with origin at X and with coordinate axes in the directions el(X), A 3 will denote a constant such that (:.11)
Here and subsequently we let s~(x~).
(3R/4) -~ I Saa/,(X0) I ~< As.
IS~(XI) I denote the 2-dimensional Hausdorff measure of
In the important special case when M is a graph with (A1, A~)-quasiconformal Gauss map, we will show in w 3 that A 8 can be chosen to depend only on A 1 and A~R 2.
It will be proved in the appendix that Before deriving the estimates for these integrals, some preliminary remarks are needed.
We are going to adopt the standard terminology that if ~ is a k-form on N(k = I, 2) then r denotes the "pulled-back" k-form on M ,defined by
Thus, letting h be an arbitrary C 1 function on M, and using the definition (1.7) together with the relation ~d = d9~ a, we have
where dA denotes the area form ~ for M. We also need to note that if X 1 E ~qn(X0) and if rx~ is the Euclidean distance function defined by 
and
of course this holds for all ~ e (0, R -I X1 -Xo [ )"
The following lemma gives a preliminary bound for ~)(Xo, R/2). 
LEMMA (2.1). I[ q~ is
Ifs~(x,)J~dA < A0~(~)rr/J6 ') ~, ds} 2 N(q) cp[ ds) 2 =Ao(~sq(x,)(]&f[]~rx,[-1/u)([~rx,[1/2)as) 2
A d d
Here rx, is as in (2.2) and in the last equality we have used the differentiated version of the co-area formula: d
~ fs,(x,)hdA= ~s,{x,) h[~rx,[ds
whenever h is a continuous function on M. Now by using (1.12) and the identity (A.2) with h -1, it is easily seen that Since E(~) is increasing in Q, we can integrate to obtain
)(q/R)% a =c; 1, qE(O, R/4).
Since SR/4(X1)c SR/~(Xo), we must have
The required estimate for D(X1, ~) now follows from (2.11), (2.12) and Lemma (2.1);
note that the exponent a is actually independent of A s.
We next need an analogue of the Morrey lemma ( [2] , Lemma 1) for surfaces; this will enable us to deduce a H61der estimate for 9~ from Theorem (2.1) (ef. the orginal method of Morrey [2] .)
LEMMA (2.2). Suppose h is C 1 on M and suppose K>0, fiE(0, 1) are such that sQ(x, I Oh I dA < Kq(q]R) ~ ]or all X 1E Sw,(Xo) and all ~ E (0, R/4). Then sup I h(X)--h(X0)[-<< eK(o/R)~, q e(O, R/4),

XeS~(Xo) where c depends on A3 and A,, and where S*(Xo) denotes the component o/So(Xo) which contains X o 9
This lemma is proven in the appendix.
We can now finally deduce the HSlder estimate for quasieonformal maps. 
w 3. Graphs with (A1, A2)'qmmieoniormal Gauss map
In this section M will denote the graph {X = (x, z): x E~, z = u(x)) of a C~(~) function u, where ~c R ~ is an arbitrary open set. x 0 will denote a fixed point of ~, and it will be assumed that ~ contains the disc Dn(xo)={x eR2: ]x-x o[ < R}. X 0 will denote the point (Xo, u(xo) ) of M and v will denote the Gauss map of M into S~+ defined (as in (1.9) (if)) by setting v(X) equal to the upward unit normal at X; that is,
We already mentioned in ( this inequality will be assumed throughout this section. The remaining notation and terminology will be as in w 1 and w 2.
In order to effectively apply Theorem (2.2) to the Gauss map, we first need to discuss appropriate choices for the constants A0, As and A 4.
To begin with, we have already seen in (1.5) (if) that in case N =$2+ we can take A 0 =4. where H =~1 +~2 is the mean curvature of M and = ~=1 ~ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M. We will also need the first variation formula: where c a depends only on A~ and As R 2.
Next we notice that, since M is the graph of u, if / is any given continuous function
where f is defined on ~ by f(x)=/(x, u(x)). In particular since l/l+[ Du(x)Is =(va(x))-, '
we have
Hence (3.8) can be written
Writing A = ~1 + ~s, noting that R s -s -s ~< 2(xl + ~s) and using H61der's inequality, we then have Applying the divergence theorem on M_ we have
Here we take v to be a C1(~ • It) function defined by
Hence we obtain (3.11) Finally, noting that Thus we have shown that As, A4 can both be chosen to depend only on hi, A2 R2.
Hence Theorem (2.2) gives the Hhlder estimate
where c>0 and ~E(0, I) depend only on At, A2R ~. Notice that we assert (3.13) for all E (0, R) rather than ~ E (0, R/4) as in Theorem (2.2). We can do this because I vl = 1 (which means an inequality of the form (3.13) trivially holds for ~)E (R/4, R)).
We now wish to show that an inequality of the form (3.13) holds with SQ(Xo) in place of S*(X0); we will in fact prove that there is a constant 0 E (0, 1), depending only on A1, A2R 2 such that S~(Xo)=So(Xo) for all e <~OR.
We first use 
~6U,
Because of (3.16), we can infer that a representation of the form (3.14) holds for any 0 satisfying (3.17).
For later reference we also note that (3.16) implies
The next lemma contains the connectivity result referred to above.
LEMMA (3.2).
There is a constant 0E(0, 1), depending only on A1, A~R 2, such that
So(Xo) is connected/or each ~ <~OR.
Proo/. In the proof we will let ci, c~ ... denote constants depending only on A1, A~R 2.
B~, for a>0, will denote the open ball {XERa: IX-Xol <(~}.
Let 0 E (0, 1) satisfy (3.17), let ~ = OR/2, let fl E (0, 88 and define tp to be the collection of those components of So/2(Xo) which intersect the ball Bp0 i For each S E tp we can find
X 1 E S N B0/4 such that (3.19) S ~ S*(X~),
L. SIMON and hence, replacing X 0 by X 1 and R by R/2 in the discussion preceding the lemma, we see that S can be represented in the form (3.14), (3.16 ). Using such a non-parametric representation for each S q Sp and also using the fact that no two elements of Sp can intersect, it follows that the union of all the components S fi $p is contained in a region bounded between two parallel planes ~h, ~r~ with 
fvlPl(x)[dxdz<~ (fvtl'(x)dxdz) l~' {volume (V)} ''~ <~ (~, A'(x) dxdz) l/2{c.(fl + Oo' )ps} ''2
Hence ( On the other hand by using a non-parametric representation as in (3.14), (3.16) we infer that But by using a representation of the form (3.14), (3.16) for S~/2(X0), we clearly have
S~I~(Xo) fiBpQ connected. Thus Spo(Xo)=SpoR/,(Xo) is connected. The lemma follows
because the choice of fl, 0 depended only on A1, As R 2.
Because of the above connectivity result we can replace S*(Xo) in (3.13) by So(Xo) for Q <<.OR. However since I rl =1, an inequality of the form (3.13) is trivial for ~ >OR. 
[ ,(x) -,(X) I < c'(I x -X I IR) ~, x, X e sR/~(Xo)
(c' =4~c). This is seen by using X in place of X o and R/4 in place of R.
w 4. Graphs with (A1, 0)-quasieonformal Gauss map
Here the notation will be as in w 3, except that we take A~=0 always; that is, we assume that the graph M of u has (A1, 0)-quasiconformal Gauss map. It will be shown that there are a number of special results which can be established in this case.
We note that, in particular, the graph of a solution of any homogeneous equation of mean curvature type (i.e. an equation as in (1.9) (ii) with b -0) is (A1, 0)-quasiconformal.
Hence the results of this section apply in particular to these equations. (See [7] for further discussion.)
Our first observation is that if ~=R 2, then we can let R-~ ~ in (3.26) .1) is still needed to show that A 3 can be chosen to depend only on A r Before proceeding further, we want to establish an interesting integral identity (equation (4.5) 
V1 + I Du(~0)]3 < dV1 + } Du(y)I ~.
Also, it is not difficult to see that it is possible to choose N such that We now choose ~1 in (4.13) such that ~1--1 on Sson/4(Xo), ~x =0 outside SoR(Xo) and supM I~11 ~< 5~(OR). Also we choose ?(vs) = v~'. Then using the Cauehy inequality, Lemma (3.1) and (4.13) we can prove f < c, S30RI4(Xo) where w=log v~' (so that 5w= -v~16vs) and where c depends only on A r Thus, again using Cauchy's inequality and Lemma (3.1), we have 1"
.~c R, .Is 30R14 (Xo) with c' depending only on A1. (ii) The only other essential modification required is in the proof of Lemma 2 of [8] .
In this proof equation (0.1) of [8] was used. In place of this equation we can in the present setting use the mean curvature equation (3.12) . It is necessary to note however the bound where /7 is as in (3.12) and ~1 is defined by ~l(x)=~l(x, u(x)), xG~2. This is sufficient to ensure that the argument of Lemma 2 of [8] can be successfully modified (in such a way that (3.12) can be used in place of equation (0.1) of [8] .).
It should be pointed out that there is an error in equality (3.3) of [8] ; the correct inequality has supn (u-~0) in place of A* on the right. (This is obtained by making the choice ~ = c~ in (3.2) .) This causes no essential change in the proof of Theorem 1 on pp.
270-271 of [8] .
We have already pointed out that the above theory applies to any solution u of a homogeneous equation of mean curvature type; we wish to conclude this section with an application to the minimal surface system with 2 independent variables.
We suppose that u = (u a ..... u n) (n/>3) is a C z solution of the minimal surface system One can of course also prove that the graph of u s satisfies an estimate like that in Theorem It is appropriate here to point out a result of R. Osserman [6] concerning removability of isolated singularities of solutions of (4.22). As we have done above, Osserman also considers the case when all but one component of u satisfies an a-priori restriction (in [6] continuity is the restriction imposed). other result of this type previously obtained, in case ~2 =~0, was the result of Spruck [10] for the case al=a2-=l, fl -= constant. In the case fl~-0 we can use (5.2) instead of (5, 1) to obtain the stronger inequality (~ +~)(X0) < c(r3(X0) -r)2/R 2.
Such an inequality was proved by Osserman [5] in the minimal case (al=a 2 =1, fl~0) and by Jenkins [1] for the case when the surface M is stationary with respect to a "constant coefficient" parametric elliptic functional (such surfaces always satisfy an equation of the form (5.3) with a~(X, r)-at(r) and fl =-0; see [1] and [7] for further details). The results in [5] and [7] are obtained with constant c independent of R -2 ] Sn(X0) l, unlike the inequality above. 
fMq~(r)hdA+ fMrqY(r)h,~r,'dA= fMq~{r){X-XO.(-~h+Hh, dA.
Now one easily checks that this holds if ~0 is merely continuous and piecewise C 1 (rather than C 1) on R, provided we define q~'(r(X)) is some arbitrary way (e.g. qY(r(X))=0) for those X such that ~0 is not differentiable at r(X). (The work of Trudinger [11] suggests handling the term (X-Xx Integrating this over Q fi (a/2, a), we deduce that
In obtaining the last term on the right here, we have used the inequality a -2 ~4~-2 for 
